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ABSTRACT

In the current technological world, Web service plays a important role service the web application. Reliable service

provision is the challenging tasks of today’s market. This paper proposes a reliability model on web service that concentrates

on providing profitable and desirable services using a recommendation matrix. Reliability is one in all the foremost vital

Quality criteria of Service paradigms that may verify the recognition of web services to complete the service requests.

According to the technological analysis web service found to be more liable to failure than traditional software model in

terms of quality factors. The methodology of utilizes the universal description, discovery and integration (UDDI) by

service suppliers and also the service for practical connections. The QOS parameters is concentrated more than the

traditional technologies that ranks the online service instead of efficient service provision especially the QOS composition.

It manipulates and formulate a matrix with the request rate and service provision rate the prevailing methodologies

emphasize on the method continues through coordination and combination of various services supported the ranking

factors like time interval, price to access the service,the user Request, Web Method compositions, Quality Of service

component, Selection of services for providing an efficient response from the service provider. This also concentrate on

handover the request on failure and archiving concepts with a proper retention period to analysis the previous request/

response state for identifying the effectiveness of the service provider in the matrix monitor.

Keywords: Web service composition; Preferable Services; Profitable Services; Web service decision Zone; WS

Invocation Zone; WS Recommendation Zone

1. INTRODUCTION

UDDI is an XML-based standard for describing, publishing, and finding web services. In general, Multi

variant service provider that issues UDDI service can be conveniently configurable to any platform

irrespective any of its service parameters. Request raised from individuals with tedious transactions and

workflows can be interoperable with the instance configured. Since more composite Web services are

deployed, many of them may share common services such as real-time data services, search engines, supply

chains, etc. To meet the requirement of the customer with increased demand rates service providers levels

up their standard by offering service with various QOS service levels. In composite service,the main issue

is that the QoS hasto define the service integration model and identify the optimal service selection to

satisfy a user’s QoS requirement. In case of dynamic nature of Web services. Below are some of the inherent

properties and considerations for Multifunctional business applications with composite web services in a

row to process the request,

1. A group of candidate services which provides various business functionalities may be large and it

may change constantly due to upcoming release versions of fastest growing functionalities (This

scenario is predominant in the fast growing business environments).
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2. Quality of the business composite services can be measured through cumulative proportions of

end-to-end quality,rather than measuring from individual service component. In short, the end-

toend quality of an overall service (Complete business process) will be decided collectively by

accumulating the performance response of all individual service components.

3. By nature, a composite business web service will have variety of possibilities and workflow to

fulfill abusiness process;

4. A necessary backup for service failure and upgrade compatibility are some of the important factors

to be considered composite web service systems.

Composition model can be of various types and it’s based on the type of decision taken in the

business process. The basic level is “Sequential Cascading composition model” which incorporates

the functional call in sequential and they are cascaded as shown in the below Fig1. Requests were

processed one by one in sequence from Service call-S1, S2, S3 etc.., Effective coding and service

standard can be scrutinized through standard piece of coding functionalities incorporated(Fig 1.1).

One of the typical example is how the service is handled in case of exceptions, once the service is

failed an automatic failover will get activated.

Figure 1.1: Functional flow and Service call invoke

Figure 1: Sequential Cascading Composition Model
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In case of decisions which need to be taken to provide alternative paths for executing the service calls

“Sequential Condition Composition model” is implemented. A decision point or condition will take care of

identifying which service needs to be executed or called off in a particular sequence. In Fig2. After service

call S1, a decision will be taken to identify the next level of service to be executed. A Conditional Zone (Set

of conditional codes) will decide the next service to be invoked(Fig. 2, Fig. 3).

Based on the QOS attributes of individual services and their composition, the QOS attribute of a business

model is defined. The relationship composition is categorized into sequential, parallel conditional and

loops.This paper designs a sequential composition model since any other model can be converted to sequential

model.Since,the composite service requires transmission time to process the users request to the first server,

and the result to the next server and the resultant to the user in a sequential manner that seems to be a server

chain process.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Waseem,Wu and Zheng(1) suggested VITERBI algorithm which provides an optimistic solution using

Hidden Markov Model for identifying the appropriate services in recommendation and ranking based on

quantitative approach rather than qualitative means. Paper emphasizes predominately on the response time

of the web services particularly the hidden states of the system. Emphasizing a single feature for

recommending or ranking the web service is not an advisable option for business critical application.

Figure 2: Sequential ConditionalComposition Model

Figure 3: Reliability based Sequence ConditionalComposition Model
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Hidden states in the system doesn’t cover-up some of the failover related WS and reaction of the web

services in case of failure is not discussed in detail. Yiwen Zhang and team (2) proposed WS_FOA (Web

service composition using Fruit fly optimization algorithm) to identify the appropriate services for business

applications. Paper focused on finding the Best fit (Time based checks) among the global best position of

the services using the concept of fruit fly smell concentration judgment function. Algorithm finds out the

best index to get the best fitness. Paper provides the calculation system for availability through response

time of the web services and focused on variety of service models such as Sequential, Selection, Parallel

and loop models. Distance manipulation and smell in turn the response time were considered but on a

whole, the paper didn’t focus on any other factors for the composition model. BipinUpadhyaya, Ying Zou,

ImanKeivanloo, and Joanna Ng(3) focused on extracting the Quality of Experience of the users and based

on users experience, the web service can be rated/ranked. The QOE information will be crawled and it will

be ment under POS tagging and the process of stopward and stemming is applied to extract the actual

review of the data. The reviewed data is mined to extract or match semantically with the stored information’s.

Based on the information extracted, the services will be rated for composition. Mining a huge data

semantically is one of the major challenges in systems which support multi language supports. Authenticity

and accurate information’s from the users experience is always a challenging one. Because, the inputs

depends on many human mental factors and this cannot provides the exact strategy for a high important

Zero downtime applications.Liu, Ma, Huang, Zhao, Mei, Liu(4) provide a content based composition model

in SOA world. The paper provides a data driven composition model based on situational application

development. Tag extraction indicates an automated crawling of information and it’s clustered. Based on

the data extracted Composition is achieved through semantics derivation and followed by Composition

planning,Composition visualization, refinement and refactoring. Author mainly focused on content based

but lost the focus on the quality of SOA access.Chen, Paik (5) proposed the design of constructing a

network model with nodes indicating the support for the service sociability and this is named as global

social service network. The max node network indicates the quality and it will reduce the search and

composition at run time during service invoke. Major drawback with the approach is exploiting the social

service for a service cannot be retrieved as it is due to security issues and confidentiality conflicts.Delac,Silic,

Srbljic(6) suggested a reliability improvement model by estimating the reliability factors such as identifying

the weak point path, its recommendation and strengthening. This provides an optimistic path for identifying

the reliable services discarding the service which provides a weak point in its path. Research directions

towards selecting the service based on the reliability values. Parameters underlying to manipulate the

reliability value are not incorporated in detail.Huang,Ma,Liu,Luo, Xuan Lu, and Blake introduce the

functional component integration in the format of mashup components. Delivers an intense approach for

appropriate service matching, which may conflicts with the arguments passed between the services and

managing similar kind of service in the format of component inheritance.Research expresses the business

functionality perspective and it can be redirected towards technical architecture perspective. So that,

composition of service with single flow of particular functionality by particular service can be emphasized.

Component inheritance cannot suit for high critical business perceptions.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Due to importance of service availability in high critical business applications emphasize a rigorous

mechanism which needs to be implemented to ensure end-to-end quality of composite Web services. Research

focused on the reliability cum availability of composite services and a new proposal of optimality matrix

will be discussed further in this paper. An Initial Service which can be a broker service(Service which is not

related to any core business service) that validates every request by collecting the QOS information’s of the

candidate service providers (servers) and based on the service a selection decision is done through which a

business process will be processed effectively. Broker service can be modeled as a separate entity, it can be

associated with the client or it can be merged with server or it can be an independent webservice. Decision
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on locating the broker web service depends on the architecture and infrastructure of the application

environment.

Composite web service system should posses the following flexibilities and it should satisfy the following

requirements.

1. Modularity: System holds various modules (i.e., the CRS, COOI, CCPP, and CD modules) that

provide various business Independent inter-related business processes.

2. PolicyIndependency: WS-Policy – Provides a clear cut functionality of “How the Service needs to

be interlinked to form a complete business process”.

3. Extensibility: Flexibility to amend new modules to enhance the additional features and multiple

levels of control in the system.

4. Re-Usability: Flexible designed architecture’s modules provide a special feature of re-usability for

different business process. In short, it should be generic and scalable.

5. High Performance: The designed architecture provides a zero delay in response and eventually it

support real-time applications.

4. PROJECT APPROACH

In this paper, we study the service selection algorithms used by QoSintermediators. The Service requests

are passed to the intermediators from the clients and the functional and QOS needs of the requests are

evaluated. The service selection algorithm suggests a service decision by considering the service parameters

such as service cost, service response time, server load and network delayunder the end-to-end delay

constraint. We have studied several selection algorithms and compared their performance using randomly

generated test cases. Our study shows that the problem can be efficiently solved. The proposed algorithms

may be adopted by QoSintermediators to make dynamic on-line decisions.We define the

QoSintermediatorservice mechanism for managing end-to-end QoS for composite Web services. The

QoSintermediatorservice can work with existing Web service standards, such as the process service in the

process composition, the coordinator service in WS-Transaction, and the registry service for UDDI registries.

The QoSintermediators are designed to make service selection for client requests, based on their QoS

constraints and requirements. The static server information (service level), client QoS requirement (QoS

Figure 4: WS-SOAP Call for Web Service Methods/Inbuilt Asynchronous Methods
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constraint), dynamic server capacity (service benefit), and network communication delay together defines

the Objective function. Each individual service may itself be a composite service or a single service.

In the business process model, delivering quality services that satisfies the user needs efficiently is

acritical challenge because of the dynamic and unpredictable nature of business applications and Internet

traffic. Further the business system requires integrationwith business processes, business applications,

business intelligence, and Web services over the Internet.Business applications with very different

characteristics and requirements compete for resources used to provide Web services. The analysis proposes

that an improper management of service quality, critical business applications may suffer detrimental

performance degradation, and result in functional failures and/or financial losses.

QoS has been a major area of interest in communication networks, real-time computing, and multimedia

systems. The area of QoS management covers a wide range of issues to match the needs of service requesters

with those of the service providers. In our study, we consider four quality attributes as part of the Web

service parameters. These QoS attributes can also be applied to evaluate QoS of the constructed business

process. Since our goal is to build automated intermediator for Web services, the QoS attributes that we

consider must be intuitive to understand and easy to measure. User intervention is not a required one to

collect the data. Users may have constraints on one or more QoS attributes in their QoS requirements.The

Composition flow models are Reliability, Availability, Cost, Response Time considered in the algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Reliability Measure based on Response Time

Input:

Initialization:

Rc be the request from client,

Wn = [W1, W2, W3, …] be the set of Web service.

N be the number of actual web service from the service provider P

S = [S1, S2, …] service time for the service done by the Web services Wn at Time

T = [T1, T2, …],

=> Approximate Time be At

Figure 5: WS-SOAP Call for Operation Completed-Revocation ofObjects-Inbuilt
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=> Max Time be Mt

=> I be the count of allocated service to Wn

=>Bool active = 1; Count i = 0;

Output:

Matrix of services and related inputs for each service.

Functional Implementation:

For each(WebServiceList-Wn in TotalServiceProvided by Service Provider P)

{

If( ! Active )

i ++; // Amend the services list with eligibility for the composition invoke

}

Val= (n/2).round;

Calc= n-val; //Manipulate the average value of the availability of a service

For each(WebServiceList-Wn in Total Service Provided by Service Provider P)

{

If ( i>calc)

Load=high //In case of Load is High

If(T< At ) Reliability = high

Else If( T>At ) Reliability = medium

Else(T==At ) Reliability = medium

Else if (i<calc)

Load =low //In case of Load is Low

If(T< At ) Reliability = high

Else if ( T>At ) Reliability = low

Else( T==At) Reliability = low

Else if( i == calc)

Load =Medium //In case of Load is Medium

if(T< At) Reliability = high

Else if (T>At) Reliability = low

Else(T==At) Reliability = low

}

Reliability can be manipulated through response time of the web service. A threshold limit is set by the

admin or predefined by the system owners which is manipulated or validated with the web service providers.

Two things needs to be manipulated,

1. State of the web services (Active Or Inactive) by the Service Provider(SP)

2. Service Level provided by Service Provider – Response Time of Business Modules(BM).
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Table 1

State of the Service Vs Business Modules

      BM CRS COOI CCPP AC CD

      SRV

SP1-RT Active Inactive Active Inactive Active

SP2-RT Active Inactive Inactive Active Inactive

SP3-RT Inactive Active Inactive Inactive Active

SP4-RT Inactive Active Active Active Active

Table 2

Service Level Provided by the Service Provider Vs Business Modules

      BM CRS COOI CCPP AC CD

      SRV

SP1-RT High Medium Low Medium Low

SP2-RT Low Low Medium Low Medium

SP3-RT High Low High High High

SP4-RT Medium Medium Low Low Low

Below table provides the reliability measure of the web services with respect to the response time and

the graphical evaluation is provided below.

Table 3

Service List(X-Axis) Vs Availability Response Time

CRS Services Alive Or Not Availability Response Time

Service 1 1 195

Service 2 1 30

Service 3 0 127

Service 4 0 108

COOI Services Alive Or Not Availability Response Time

Service 1 0 51

Service 2 0 15

Service 3 1 367

Service 4 1 27

CCPP Services Alive Or Not Availability Response Time

Service 1 1 38

Service 2 0 49

Service 3 0 355

Service 4 1 18

Alive Alive

Not Not

Not Not Alive Alive

Alive
Not Not

Alive
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Algorithm 2: Reliability Measure based on Cost

Input:

Initialization:

Rc be the request from client,

Wn = [W1, W2, W3, …] be the set of Web service.

N be the number of actual web service from the service provider P

S = [S1, S2,…] service time for the service done by the Web services Wn at the cost C = [C1, C2, …],

=> Approximate Cost be Ac

=> Max Cost be Ct

=> I be the count of allocated service to Wn

=>Bool active = 1; Count i = 0;

Output:

Matrix of services and related inputs for each service.

Functional Implementation:

For each(WebServiceList-Wn in TotalServiceProvided by Service Provider P)

{

if( ! Active )

i ++; // Amend services list with eligibility for the composition invoke

}

Val= (n/2).round;

Calc= n-val; //Manipulate the average value of the availability of a service

For each(WebServiceList-Wn in TotalServiceProvided by Service Provider P)

{

AC Services Alive Or Not Availability Response Time

Service 1 1 144

Service 2 0 20

Service 3 1 267

Service 4 0 29

CD Services Alive Or Not Availability Response Time

Service 1 1 22

Service 2 0 59

Service 3 1 346

Service 4 1 33

Alive
Not

Alive
Not

Alive
Not Alive

Alive
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If ( i>calc)

Load = high //In case of Load is High

If(T<Ac) Reliability =high

Else If( T> Ac) Reliability = medium

Else(T== Ac) Reliability = medium

Else if i<calc

Load = low //In case of Load is Low

If(T<Ac) Reliability = high

Else if ( T> Ac) Reliability = low

Else( T== Ac) Reliability = low

Else if( i == calc)

Load = Medium //In case of Load is Medium

If(T< Ac) Reliability = high

Else if (T> Ac) Reliability = low

Else ( T== Ac) Reliability = low

}

Table 4

Service Cost Availability provided by the Service Provider Vs Business Modules

      BM CRS COOI CCPP AC CD

      SRV

SP1-Cost Active Inactive Active Medium Active

SP2-Cost Active Inactive Inactive Active Inactive

SP3-Cost Inactive Active Inactive Inactive Active

SP4-Cost Inactive Active Active Active Active

Cost of Execution is really important to identify the preferred services for access. For high critical

business operations and huge complex operations, Cost plays an important role for completion.

Two things needs to be manipulated in case of cost based finalization for the Web Services.

1. State of the web services(Active Or Inactive)

2. Service Level provided by Service Provider – Cost to execute the BM.

Table 5

Service Cost provided by the Service Provider Vs Business Modules

      BM CRS COOI CCPP AC CD

      SRV

SP1-Cost High Medium Low Medium Low

SP2-Cost Low Low Medium Low Medium

SP3-Cost High Low High High High

SP4-Cost Medium Medium Low Low Low
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Table 6

Reliability Measure table

(Web services VS Service Cost provided by the Service Provider)

CRS Services Availability Exec Cost

Res Time

Service 1 2223 11.4

Service 2 41 1.36

Service 3 1381 10.87

Service 4 597 5.52

COOI Services Availability Exec Cost

Res Time

Service 1 170 3.33

Service 2 14 0.93

Service 3 5017 13.67

Service 4 36 1.33

CCPP Services Availability Exec Cost

Res Time

Service 1 85 2.23

Service 2 413 8.42

Service 3 7598 21.40

Service 4 34 1.88

AC Services Availability Exec Cost

Res Time

Service 1 1902 13.20

Service 2 72 3.6

Service 3 6136 22.98

Service 4 59 2.03

CD Services Availability Exec Cost

Res Time

Service 1 62 2.81

Service 2 619 10.49

Service 3 7305 21.11

Service 4 31 0.93

Service 1

Service 2

Service 4

Service 3

Service 1

Service 2

Service 4

Service 3

Service 1

Service 2

Service 4

Service 3

Service 1

Service 2

Service 4

Service 3

Service 1

Service 2

Service 4

Service 3
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Below table provides the reliability measure/composition model suggestion for web service methods

with respect to cost in accessing and utilizing the WS and its graphical evaluation is provided below.

5. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Utilization Factor of the service in a SOA architecture(Fig. 6) can be manipulated using below equation 1.

Reliability focused areas includes the response time, cost, number of possible request and number of request

processed successfully. Percentile of availability provides a comparative analysis of selecting the

* *
*rs n c n

f a

t t

W RP W RP
U P

RS RS

   
    
   

 > 1

Where U
f

– Utilization factor; W
rs

– Weight of the response time

W
c

– Weight of the cost; RP
n

– Number of request processed

RS
t

– Total number of response sent; P
a

– Availability percentile

Figure 6: Proposed Architecture

Above table provides the manipulation with the known values such as the cost and responses received

for each web service call, through which the Utilization factor for the web service method is identified.

Best service among the available services provided by various service providers. Execution of the web

service will happen through a sequence of steps.

1. Short listing of service methods and services through recommendation of matrix is done.

2. Based on the recommendation of the services, the service call will be initiated to the appropriate

service provider.

3. On Successful execution of the services, response from the Service provider is given back to the

end user application.

4. In case of failure, the service request will be deviated towards exception handling methods.

5. On Successful completion of request, the next service in the composition model starts executing.
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Table 7

Reliability Measure table

(Web services VS Service Cost provided by the Service Provider)

CRS Alive Response Request Number Avail- Alive Service Report/

Services Or Time processed of ability (WR
S
* Service Finalization with

Not Weight Cost Number response Per RP
n
)/ (W

C
* the Utilization Factor-

(W
rs
) (W

c
) (RP

n
) sent centile (RS

t
)* RP

n
)/ Combinatorial Matrix

(RS
t
) (P

a
) P

a
(RS

t
) U

f
Approach

Service 1 1 1645 11.4 195 460 100 69733.69565 4.832608696 702.16

Service 2 1 91 1.36 30 460 25 148.3695652 0.088695652 6.02

Service 3 0 533 10.87 127 460 75 11036.57609 3.001065217 150.15

Service 4 0 217 5.52 108 460 50 2547.391304 1.296 52.24

COOI Alive Response Request Number Avail- Alive Service Report/

Services Or Time processed of ability (WR
S
* Service Finalization with

Not Weight Cost Number response Per RP
n
)/ (W

C
* the Utilization Factor-

(W
rs
) (W

c
) (RP

n
) sent centile (RS

t
)* RP

n
)/ Combinatorial Matrix

(RS
t
) (P

a
) P

a
(RS

t
) U

f
Approach

Service 1 0 4790 3.33 51 460 75 39829.8913 0.369195652 531.43

Service 2 0 1546 0.93 15 460 25 1260.326087 0.030326087 50.44

Service 3 1 29828 13.67 367 460 100 2379755.652 10.90628261 23808.46

Service 4 1 2374 1.33 27 460 50 6967.173913 0.078065217 139.42

CCPP Alive Response Request Number Avail- Alive Service Report/

Services Or Time processed of ability (WR
S
* Service Finalization with

Not Weight Cost Number response Per RP
n
)/ (W

C
* the Utilization Factor-

(W
rs
) (W

c
) (RP

n
) sent centile (RS

t
)* RP

n
)/ Combinatorial Matrix

(RS
t
) (P

a
) P

a
(RS

t
) U

f
Approach

Service 1 1 1622 2.23 38 460 50 6699.565217 0.184217391 134.17

Service 2 0 3175 8.42 49 460 75 25365.48913 0.896913043 339.10

Service 3 0 15163 21.4 355 460 100 1170188.043 16.51521739 11718.39

Service 4 1 1078 1.88 18 460 25 1054.565217 0.073565217 42.25

AC Alive Response Request Number Avail- Alive Service Report/

Services Or Time processed of ability (WR
S
* Service Finalization with

Not Weight Cost Number response Per RP
n
)/ (W

C
* the Utilization Factor-

(W
rs
) (W

c
) (RP

n
) sent centile (RS

t
)* RP

n
)/ Combinatorial Matrix

(RS
t
) (P

a
) P

a
(RS

t
) U

f
Approach

Service 1 1 20390 13.2 144 460 75 478721.7391 4.132173913 6387.08

Service 2 0 1757 3.6 20 460 25 1909.782609 0.156521739 76.54

Service 3 1 26474 22.98 267 460 100 1536643.043 13.3383913 15379.76

Service 4 0 3467 2.03 29 460 50 10928.58696 0.127978261 218.69

CD Alive Response Request Number Avail- Alive Service Report/

Services Or Time processed of ability (WR
S
* Service Finalization with

Not Weight Cost Number response Per RP
n
)/ (W

C
* the Utilization Factor-

(W
rs
) (W

c
) (RP

n
) sent centile (RS

t
)* RP

n
)/ Combinatorial Matrix

(RS
t
) (P

a
) P

a
(RS

t
) U

f
Approach

Service 1 1 844 2.81 22 460 25 1009.130435 0.134391304 40.49

Service 2 0 4146 10.49 59 460 75 39882.71739 1.345456522 533.11

Service 3 1 13755 21.11 346 460 100 1034615.217 15.8783913 10362.03

Service 4 1 2271 0.93 33 460 50 8145.978261 0.066717391 162.98

Service 2

Service 1

Service 4

Service 3

Service 4

Service 1

Service 3

Service 1

Service 4

Service 1

Service 3
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6. FINALIZED MATRIX RESULT

Based on the effective utilization factor and the availability of the services. Below services combined to

form the composition model in completing the business functionality.

Combinatorial Availability cum reliability

Rank matrix manipulation

* *
*

W RP W RPrs n c n
U Pf a

RS RSt t

 
   
   
   

Table 8

Final Composition Decision Matrix factor

CRS Services COOI Services CCPP Services AC Services CD Services

Service 1 Service 3 Service 1 Service 3 Service 3

Above Matrix provides the finalized services which is available and provides a cost effective reliable

composition model.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper will acquire a high-quality resultant within the space of internet service responsibility with its

proposed matrix model. The drawbacks in existing system of providing service response to the user request

with the traditional web service recommendation model are avoided. The generated matrices have processed

the input supply from the user request with the all the utility factors. This approach proposes an improved

set of formulae and Matrixes found to be optimal. The QoS guarantee is provided by a QoSintermediator

that is responsible for coordinating among composed services to satisfy the need of the client. The projected

model maximizes the user-defined service utilities while meeting the end-to-end performance constraint

and thus solves the objective.
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